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Abstract. Object detection for key components is an important means to ensure safe operation of 

transmission lines. However, the accuracy and robustness of object detection need to be further 

improved due to the influence of the weather and flight attitude of unmanned aerial vehicles. To 

solve these problems, this paper presents an object detection scheme based on an improved 

CornerNet deep network for transmission lines. Considering the characteristics of flight attitude, 

the background is divided into two types, and their own data sets are established for network 

training. Subsequently, the network structure is improved based on CornerNet deep networks to 

enhance feature propagation and improve network performance. In the test stage, the 

background classification is carried out first with a support vector machine, and then, object 

detection is implemented with the trained model for each background. The test results show the 

validity and feasibility of the scheme with an accuracy of 88.1% for the sky background and 

92.3% for the ground background, which are 6.7% and 10.9% higher than those for the original 

network, respectively. In addition, through experiments simulating severe weather further verify 

the robustness of the proposed scheme.  

Keywords:  object detection, CornerNet, transmission lines  

1 Introduction 

Transmission lines, as an indispensable part of our power supply system, play a significant role in our 

production and life [1]. However, as transmission lines are exposed to the outdoors year-round, they are 

perhaps more likely to be destroyed, especially in a severe environment such as a thunderstorm. In 

addition, damage to key components (such as transmission towers and insulators) has greater potential to 

cause related residential-area power outages, discontinuing business for some enterprises and seriously 

affecting the normal production and life of residents [2]. Clearly, object detection for key components is 

an important means to ensure the safe operation of transmission lines [3]. Therefore, it is essential to 

carry out effective object detection for transmission lines to ensure safety of the power supply.  

To ensure the security of transmission lines, it is crucial to solve the problems of object detection and 

identification for their key components. Object detection is an important research area in the image 

processing field and has a broad research foundation [4]. Presently, object detection methods can be 

divided into two categories: feature-based methods and deep-learning-based methods. Generally, for 

feature-based methods, the design and manual extraction of many artificial features are required. These 

methods have some defects, such as low efficiency and time consumption. With the development of 
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technology, object detection has moved toward mainstream development of deep-learning-based methods. 

Alex et al. proposed Alexnet to establish the dominant position of neural networks in computer vision [5]. 

Simonyan proposed VGGNet, which showed that the network demonstrated good generalization 

performance and made it easier to engineer a project [6-7]. Ross et al. proposed Regions with 

Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNN) features and Fast R-CNN to improve the speed and accuracy 

of object detection [8-11]. He et al. proposed the ResNet network, which solved the problem of vanishing 

gradient and promoted the development of object detection [12]. Joseph et al. proposed a series of You 

Only Look Once (YOLO) networks with a simpler network structure and a faster running speed [13-16]. 

These deep-learning-based methods avoided the limitations of artificial feature design and directly 

predicted the confidence of the bounding box and its categories [17-18]. Considering the particularity of 

the transmission lines, the object detection research in the transmission lines detection had also made the 

following attempts mainly on the traditional method, the hardware design, and the algorithm design of 

object detection, which will be roughly introduced as follows. First, the traditional method was manual 

detection, but there were some defects of high risk and low efficiency in field investigation. For hardware 

design, with the development of technology, the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) had become an 

effective tool for detecting transmission lines. Yong et al. acquired the videos collected by UAV, which 

showed that more accurate, related information can be obtained through human monitoring [19]. Clearly, 

this semi-automatic approach was still time-wasting and labor-consuming. Rehak et al. used a robotic 

arm mount to simulate a UAV, building an artificial vision system to inspect transmission lines [20]. 

Finally, for the algorithm design of object detection, available methods mainly acquired images through 

UAV to recognize objects and obtain results to make judgments. For this goal, the design of a deep 

learning network was developing rapidly [21-22]. Zhang et al. proposed a new deep learning network 

RCNN-based object detection system for securing power transmission lines that would be suitable for 

detecting objects on power transmission lines [23]. This method showed that it significantly improved the 

recognition accuracy compared with the original Faster-RCNN. Nevertheless, the real-time performance 

of this method was not enough because large numbers of bounding boxes were needed and vast amounts 

of time were required. Han et al. proposed single-fault and multi-fault detection in aerial images, the 

backgrounds of which usually contained complex interference [24]. The shapes of the insulators were 

different due to the changes in filming angles and distance. The results of this method showed that it was 

more effective and efficient than the other insulators’ fault detection methods. But this method had 

limitations in its application because it was only for insulator detection and not for all transmission lines 

detection. These methods were only suitable in a simple detection background with light workload. At 

present, there is still a lack of research on transmission line detection. Therefore, the requirement was 

urgent to realize efficient and automatic object detection for transmission lines. In terms of specific 

circumstances of transmission lines, object detection for their key components based on a deep learning 

network still had two major problems. On one hand, the flight attitude of UAV affected the backgrounds 

of images, which would affect the accuracy of object detection. Because of the constantly changing 

position of UAV, the backgrounds of transmission lines changed rapidly in captured video. These 

constantly changing backgrounds had an extraordinary effect on object detection for transmission lines 

[25]. On the other hand, the deep learning methods mentioned were almost based on anchor. These 

methods needed large numbers of anchor boxes to completely overlap with the ground truth boxes, which 

would lead to network structures becoming redundant [26-28]. In addition, this method created a giant 

imbalance between positive and negative anchor boxes and increased training time [29-31]. 

To solve these problems, this paper proposed a scheme of key components that included transmission 

lines based on an improved CornerNet network. First, the constantly changing backgrounds caused by 

UAV flight attitude increases the difficulty of detection. Therefore, Histogram of Oriented Gradient 

(HOG)+support vector machine (SVM) methods were adopted for image classification. In this paper, 

vast amounts of images were collected as a data set. Then, the images of the data set were manually 

annotated to establish a training data set (mainly composed of a transmission tower and insulators). Later, 

the training data set was classified by the HOG+SVM method and divided into a sky background subset 

and ground background subset. Meanwhile, we mainly improved the trunk network of CornerNet, which 

did not need the anchor boxes during the training and testing stage. Numerous experiments were 

conducted, inspiring our improved CornerNet network and accuracy of object detection. 

Three main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) Image classification can 

effectively avoid interference from background transformation. The image classification and object 
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detection were divided into two stages. The HOG+SVM method was applied to classify blended images, 

which can rapidly achieve background classification, so this will not impact the following object 

detection of transmission towers and insulators. (2) Optimization of network structure can effectively 

improve detection accuracy. In this paper, to achieve high precision, an optimized hourglass module was 

added. This hourglass module can effectively enhance the small object feature extraction. (3) The 

establishment of a data set contributed to the inspection of transmission lines as well as environmental 

noise simulation in severe weather. Since publicly known transmission line data sets were not available, a 

new data set of 5200 images of transmission towers and insulators was established in this paper. The 

experimental results verified the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. The background classification 

method in this paper was more conducive to extracting transmission lines in experiments and effectively 

eliminating the interference and influence of constant background changes from UAV flying attitude. It 

improved the detection accuracy of transmission lines’ key components. Compared with the existing 

CornerNet method, the improved CornerNet network presented in this paper showed an accuracy of 

88.1% and a detection accuracy of 6.7% increase for ground background; it showed an increased 

accuracy of 92.3% and 10.9% for sky background. 

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed method, including the 

establishment of the data set, image classification, and optimization of the CornerNet network structure. 

Section 3 presents the experimental results and analysis. Finally, Section 4 presents conclusions. 

2 Proposed Scheme 

The proposed scheme consisted of two stages: training and testing. During the training stage, the data set 

was built by manual collection and UAV image capture. Preset image enhancement technology was 

adopted to improve the robustness of key component detection. The data set was then divided into a 

subset of sky and ground according to images of background information by an SVM classifier. Later, 

the two subsets were trained through the improved CornerNet network, and the background models were 

obtained, including the sky background model and the ground background model for object detection. 

During the testing stage, the test image was first classified by an SVM classifier according to their 

backgrounds. Following this was the model selection based on the results of the previous step; then the 

key components of transmission lines were detected in the test images by the sky background trained 

model or the ground background trained model. A diagram of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the proposed scheme 

2.1 Establishment of Data Set 

Generally, the detection effect of a deep neural network is limited by the size of the data set. At present, 

there are no data sets for transmission tower and insulators in public. To complete the key components 
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detection, images of transmission lines were collected by UAV and manually. A data set of 5200 images, 

with an average size of 4000 × 3000 pixels, was established to complete transmission-line detection. 

Then, 4000 images were randomly selected as the training data set, accounting for approximately 76% of 

the data set. The remaining 1200 images as the test set accounted for approximately 24% of the data set. 

Image augmentation technology was adopted for the data set to improve the robustness of the model. The 

technology produces a series of random changes to the original images to generate similar but different 

samples, thereby expanding the size of the data set and reducing the dependence of models on certain 

attributes. This response increased the generality of the model. In this paper, the methods of image 

augmentation technology include panning, zooming, horizontal flipping, and color transformation. Each 

augmented image was obtained by a lot of random combination transformations of the edge image. To 

improve the recognition ability of the model, this paper also added some unlabeled images (negative 

samples) in the data set. In addition, these images covered different lighting, shooting angles, resolutions 

and detection backgrounds, which meet the needs of sample diversity and pertinence. Some examples are 

shown in Fig. 2.  

 

Fig. 2. Partial transmission towers and insulators 

To improve the accuracy of object detection, transmission tower and insulators are manually labeled 

with care. During labeling, the boxes were exactly selected to enhance detection robustness. Sometimes, 

due to their shape similarity to towers, the tree area was easily mistakenly detected as a tower. As shown 

in Fig. 3, the yellow bounding box was the ground truth of the transmission towers, and the red bounding 

box was the ground truth of the insulators. 

 

Fig. 3. Labeling of data set 
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2.2 Image Classification 

We studied the reasons for the influence of complex backgrounds on the detection of transmission lines. 

For a more realistic complex background, common noises, such as Gaussian noise and salt-and-pepper 

noise, were employed to simulate an attack on the data set. We found that different noises, noise intensity, 

and composite noise had influence on the accuracy of object detection. Numerous studies of experiments 

showed that the higher the noise intensity and the more types of noise, the more destructive the detection 

accuracy would be. The Gaussian noise conforms to the Gaussian distribution as follows: 
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Image classification was the innovation of the proposed scheme in this paper. When the data set was 

established in light of the UAV’s flight attitude and human factors, the background of the data set was 

complex, which greatly affected the object detection effect. Therefore, the background of images was 

classified in this paper according to the image classification method and assigned the corresponding 

training model to detect. HOG was used to extract the preset sky and ground background features in the 

data set. The image information containing the preset ground background feature will be composed into 

the ground background subset just as it will with the sky background subset. An SVM classifier was used 

for image classification of the data set for three main reasons. First, through many experiments, it can be 

found that the complexity of the background interfered with the object detection and greatly affected the 

accuracy of detection. Second, image classification could preprocess the data of a complex background 

into different subsets, such as sky background and ground background. Third, an SVM classifier is a 

generalized linear classifier that classifies data sets according to supervised learning. Its advantages are 

fast speed and good classification effects. 

During the training stage, image preprocessing was performed on the training data set. First, sky 

background and ground background were manually labeled. Later, we used HOG to extract sky and 

ground background features. Then, we used the sky and ground subsets for training to obtain the SVM 

classifier. During the testing stage, the test images would be judged by the trained SVM classifier to 

select the sky model or ground model for object detection in the next stage. 

2.3 Optimization of Network Structure 

In our scheme, a new simplified hourglass module was adopted to extract information for high precision. 

In the original CornerNet network, its backbone network consists of two Hourglass modules, and its 

depth is 104 layers [32]. This paper used a new simplified network consisting of three hourglass modules, 

with a depth of 54 layers. This hourglass had fewer parameters than the original one. Therefore, it 

responded faster than the one during the training stage. The time of object detection depended on the 

depth of the layers in the network. The deeper the layers, the longer the time required to train the model 

and the more calculation required [33]. An hourglass module was added, and the number of network 

layers of the hourglass module was optimized, changing its depth to 54 layers, as shown in blue in Fig. 5. 

The original CornerNet architecture is shown in Fig. 4. 

The CornerNet network structure includes: the first convolution layer unit, the input unit, the residual 

unit, the first hourglass unit module, the convolution, the activation function unit, the network-in-network 

unit, the second residual unit, the second hourglass module, the third hourglass module, the first corner 

pooling layer unit, and the second corner pooling layer unit. 

During the input-unit testing stage, the test image of the information transmission lines will link to the 

convolution layer unit. The residual until will in turn describe the first convolution layer cell size of the 

input image information. It will extract image information from the reduced first hourglass unit module, 

the convolution, the activation function unit, the network-in-network unit, the second residual unit, the 

second hourglass module, and the third hourglass module features. The third hourglass module outputs 

feature image information through the first corner pooling layer unit and the second corner pooling layer unit. 

Further, the first corner pooling layer unit includes the first heatmaps, the first embeddings, and the 

first offsets. The second corner pooling layer unit includes the second heatmaps, the second embeddings, 

and the second offsets. The input and output information of each layer of the improved CornerNet is 

shown in Table 1. 
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Fig. 4. Optimization of original CornerNet network structure 

 

Fig. 5. Optimization of improved CornerNet network structure 

Table 1. CornerNet network structure 

Network layer name Input Output Feature map size  

Input 

Conv7-BN-ReLU 

Residual-s=2 

Residual-s=2 

Hg-up 

Hg-max 

Hg-low1 

Hg-low2 

Hg-low3 

Hg-up2 

Conv 

Inter 

Hg-up 

Hg-max 

Hg-low1 

Hg-low2 

Hg-low3 

Hg-up2 

Conv 

Tl/Br_module 

Tl/Br_heats 

Tl/Br_tags 

Tl/Br_offs 

\ 

3 

128 

256 

256 

256 

256 

384 

256 

256 

256 

256 

256 

256 

256 

384 

256 

256 

256 

256 

256 

256 

256 

3 

128 

256 

256 

256 

256 

384 

384 

256 

256 

256 

256 

256 

256 

256 

384 

384 

256 

256 

256 

256 

1 

2 

511*511 

256*256 

128*128 

64*64 

64*64 

64*64 

32*32 

16*16 

32*32 

64*64 

64*64 

64*64 

64*64 

64*64 

32*32 

16*16 

32*32 

64*64 

64*64 

64*64 

64*64 

64*64 

64*64 
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Two groups of heat maps were predicted, one for the top-left corner and the other for the bottom-right 

corner. Each group has two channels, which are respectively used to detect and identify transmission 

towers and insulators. For each corner, there is a positive ground-truth position, and the other positions 

are negative. During training, to avoid a false corner generated due to proximity to the ground-truth 

position, the false corner can also generate a frame position, overlapping with the ground truth. Therefore, 

to exclude those false corner-generated frames, CornerNet must set a certain intersection over union 

(IOU). In this paper, when detecting the transmission towers and insulators, IOU is set to be greater than 

0.7. After the radius is determined, the attenuation from the center to the surrounding area is Gaussian 

formula, and the ground-truth position is in the middle, where σ = 1/3. Formula (2) is the loss function of 

the corner prediction. 

 (1- ) log                       1

(1- ) log 1-     1
0 1 0

-1
det {

A B C
Pcxy Pcxy if Ycxy

Xcxy Pcxy Pcxy if Ycxy
c x y
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where the letter meaning is: Pcxy is the score of a position (x, y) of the class A transmission lines in the 

predicted heatmaps, Ycxy is ground truth. N is the number of objects in the image, and α and β are super 

parameters. B is the height of the image, and C is the width of the image. 

The prediction module starts with a modified remnant, where CornerNet replaces the first convolution 

module with a corner pooling module. The modified residuals are followed by a convolution module. 

CornerNet has multiple branches for predicting heat maps, embeddings, and offsets. 

During the training, to determine whether the pixel is in the top-left corner, you need to look 

horizontally to the right at the top edge of the object and vertically to the bottom at the left edge of the 

object. Therefore, the method of corner pooling and prior knowledge is adopted to better position the 

corner. If we want to make sure that (a, b) is in the top-left corner, let (a) be the input feature mapping of 

the top-left pooling layer, 
ab
h

Y  and 
ab
k

Y should be the vectors of 
h
Y , and

k
Y  should be in the position of (a, 

b) respectively. The feature mapping of L×D, the corner pooling layer should be first of all. All the 

feature vectors 
h
Y between (a, b) and (a, L) in the maximum pooling should be the feature vectors

ab
h , and 

then all the feature vectors 
k
Y  between (a, b) and (D, b) in the maximum pooling should be the feature 

vectors
ab
k . Finally, add 

ab
h  and

ab
k . This calculation can be expressed by formula (3) and (4): 

 ( 1)max( , )   

  { h a bab

hLb

Y h if a L

ab Y if a Lh
+

<

≥
= ,  (3) 

 ( 1)max( , )   

  { k a bab

kaD

Y k if b D

ab Y if b Dk
+

<

≥
= .  (4) 

We use a maximum pooling operation as shown in Fig. 6. Specifically, horizontal scanning from right 

to left and vertical scanning from bottom to top are adopted, and then, the overlapping parts of the two 

are added to complete the feature mapping of maximum pooling. 

 

Fig. 6. Maximum pooling operation flow 
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3 Experimental Results and Analysis 

In this paper, the experimental development environment is as follows: CPU: Intel i9-9920X, 3.5 GHz. 

GPU: NVIDIA GeForce RTX2080Ti 11G, Memory: 16G. Framework for deep Learning Networks: 

Hourglass-54. In addition, two types of detection objects are set, one is the transmission tower, the other 

is the insulator. The number of max iterations is 50000. A training model is generated every 5000 

iterations, and a total of 10 models are generated after training. The resolution of the input image is 

128×128. The whole training process adopts multiscale training. 

Table 2. Set key training parameters 

Scheme Batch Decay rate Input Learning rate Max batches 

CornerNet  

Improved CornerNet 

4 

6 

10 

10 

128 × 128 

128 × 128 

0.00025 

0.0001 

50000 

50000 

 

Through image classification, the data set is divided into sky background subset and ground 

background subset. The sky subset is shown in Fig. 7, and the ground subset is shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 7. Example of a subset of the sky background 

 

Fig. 8. Example of a subset of the ground background 

Part of experimental results for key components of transmission lines are shown below. Fig. 9 is the 

partial detection effect picture under the sky background, and Fig. 10 is the partial detection effect picture 

under the ground background. These experiments show that our image classification combined with the 

improved CornerNet network is effective. The transmission tower and insulators in these figures are also 

accurately detected.  

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 9. Example results of image detection for background of sky 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 10. Example results of image detection for background of ground 

To be fair, the same test images are used for both the original CornerNet and improved CornerNet. The 

experimental results are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. Clearly, the original CornerNet will have high 

false detection and high rate of missed detection; that is, the insulators are missed detection, as shown in 

Fig. 11. After optimizing the network structure, the improved CornerNet networks are more precise in the 

detection of transmission towers and insulators.  

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11. Example results of the original CornerNet 

  

(a)   (b) 

Fig. 12. Example results of the improved CornerNet 

Gaussian noise is used to simulate severe weather conditions, as shown in Fig. 13(a). Gaussian noise is 

a type of noise in which probability density function is subject to Gaussian distribution. The common 

Gaussian noise includes undulating noise, cosmic noise, thermal noise, granular noise, and so on [34]. 

Salt-and-pepper noise (also known as impulse noise) is used to simulate severe weather conditions, as 

shown in Fig. 13(b), and it is the type of noise often seen in images. It appears as a random white or 

black dot, which may be black pixels in the bright region or white pixels in the dark region. The cause of 

the salt-and-pepper noise may be the sudden and strong interference of the image signal, the analog to 

digital converter, or the bit transmission error [35]. Through experiments simulating severe weather, the 
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improved CornerNet network is still effective in some bad weather. 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 13. Example results of the improved CornerNet under different types of noise interference 

The overall comparison results are shown as follows. Both the accuracy and the recall rate of the 

improved CornerNet are effectively enhanced. Table 3 shows the results of the original CornerNet and 

the improved CornerNet on the test data set under the sky background. After the background image 

classification, the precision accuracy of the improved CornerNet is increased by approximately 6.7%, 

which substantially increases the applicability of the algorithm. The recall rate of the improved 

CornerNet is increased by 5.5%. Table 4 shows the results of the original CornerNet and the improved 

CornerNet on the test data set under the ground background. After the background image classification, 

the precision accuracy of the improved CornerNet is increased by approximately 10.9%, which 

substantially increases the applicability of the algorithm. The recall rate of the improved CornerNet is 

increased by 4.8%. 

Table 3. Comparison of detection results before and after background image classification 

Background Recall Precision Test data set 

Undivided background (original CornerNet) 

Background of sky (improved CornerNet) 

0.753 

0.808 

81.4% 

88.1% 

600 

600 

Table 4. Comparison of detection results before and after background image classification 

Background Recall Precision Test data set 

Undivided background (original CornerNet) 

Background of ground (improved CornerNet) 

0.753 

0.801 

81.4% 

92.3% 

600 

600  

 

To further verify the validity of the proposed method, the same training set and test set are used to 

train and test with the YOLO V3 network. The test results of the YOLO V3 network are compared with 

those of the improved CornerNet network in this paper, and the results are shown in Table 5 and Table 6. 

Table 5. Comparison of different network detection effects 

different network Recall Precision Test data set 

YOLO V3 

Background of sky 

 Background of ground 

0.420 

0.808 

0.801 

82.0% 

88.1% 

92.3% 

600 

600 

600 

Table 6. Comparison of different noise detection results 

Noise types Recall Precision  Test data set  

Gaussian noise in background of sky 

Pepper noise in background of sky 

Gaussian noise in background of ground 

Pepper noise in background of ground 

0.890 

0.645 

0.786 

0.645 

74.2% 

78.4% 

76.9% 

74.3% 

600 

600 

600 

600 
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As shown in Table 5, the precision of YOLO V3 network is only 82.0%, and the recall of the YOLO 

V3 network is only 0.420. The improved CornerNet in this paper is better than YOLO V3 in precision 

and recall rate, clearly. Additionally, we used different types and sizes of noise to simulate the bad 

weather attack on the test data set. The effect of the detection is shown in Table 6. In experiments 

simulating bad weather, Gaussian noise and salt-and-pepper noise have a slight influence on the 

improved CornerNet, but our improved CornerNet still has the high-detection effect. Therefore, our 

proposed scheme has robustness to some degree. 

The scheme of this paper has encouraged test results and is efficient and practicable. As an object 

detection attempt at precision and recall, the improved CornerNet in this paper has been encouraged. Our 

method is still efficient, despite the bad weather. In the face of the UAV’s constantly changing posture in 

the background, the improved CornerNet still has high robustness.  

4 Conclusions 

The proposed scheme of key components detection and identification of transmission lines was based on 

the improved CornerNet deep network, which can eliminate the potential risk by detecting key 

components of transmission lines and efficiently issuing an early warning. For the sky background, the 

detection accuracy increased by 6.7%, and for the ground background, the detection accuracy increased 

by 10.9%. Later, the SVM classifier was used in the image classification, which can quickly perform the 

task of image classification. The scheme about the improved CornerNet was proposed, and it could 

improve the accuracy of transmission line object detection. Then, the data set about transmission towers 

and insulators was established. Finally, the trained model was used for simulation tests. The experimental 

results showed that the detection accuracy of the improved CornerNet was 88.1% for the sky background, 

and the accuracy was 92.3% for the ground background. It showed high accuracy and could meet the 

requirements of real-time performance. Following these results, the method showed good detection 

effects and strong robustness in the bad weather simulation. 

The scheme of this paper had encouraged test results and was efficient and practicable as an object 

detection attempt at the precision and recall. However, many aspects, such as the image enhancement 

technique used in the data set, image data acquisition, and CornerNet network structure optimization, 

must be further studied. In future research, optimizing the network structure to reduce its computation 

and accomplish end-to-end network will be the main direction of our work. 
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